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A comprehensive menu of Banana Leaf from Houston covering all 17 menus and drinks can be found here on
the menu. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the

website. What Delfina Cartwright likes about Banana Leaf:
I stole my bf here since I wanted to come back for a while. He loved it!! We ordered the mix satay, Indian

pancakes, sizzling bean curd (my fav), and flaming ribs. Everything was delicious! He loved the fire lol super
friendly staff! We'll be back! read more. What Ethan Trapp doesn't like about Banana Leaf:

Decided to check out this place for dinner this evening. They had quite a few tables and even though it was
decently busy we were able to be seated immediately. The ambiance was slightly dark and cozy. The wait staff
was very kind and our food was out SUPER quickly, I would say roughly 7 minutes after we ordered. The food

itself was delicious, it came out out hot and it was so good that my girlfriend and I couldn't s... read more.
Banana Leaf The groundbreaking Asian fusion cuisine will thrill you, the exquisite mix of familiar flavors and
exciting new creations will amaze!, on the daily specials there are also a lot of Asian dishes. Not to forget,

Banana Leaf provides of course also Malaysian national dishes like Roti, Naan and of course also a large range
of rice dishes, Likewise, the guests of the establishment prefer the extensive variety of various coffee and tea

specialities that the restaurant provides.
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Appet�er�
SATAY

P�z�
TEXAS

Desser�
CREPES

India�
CHICKEN CURRY

Beverage�
THAI TEA

Ho� drink�
TEA

Te�
GREEN TEA

Malaysia� / Orienta� Cuisi�
LAKSA

Mai� course�
CALAMARI

RIBS

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
PASTA

SALAD

NOODLES

Ingredient� Use�
COCONUT

SHRIMPS

BEEF

SHRIMP
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